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2 TOM BLAKE 

om Blake is the obvious link between the ancient South 
Pacific waterman and the twentieth century Anglo 
waterman. Not only did he precede most other Anglo 

visitors to Hawaii that surfed, he understood and adopted the 
Aloha frame-of-mind and possessed the unique ability to produce 
water craft in harmony with the previous one thousand years of 

surfing's 
progression.  

Blake placed 
surfboards, 
paddleboards, 
and life saving 
equipment 
within reach of 
the interested 
athlete, lifeguard, 

and seaside visitor. In Blake's life, there was no separation between 
religion, surfing, swimming, building surfboards, eating, and 
exercise. At the time, no one guessed that his unorthodox life style 
would one day become the accepted standard for the beach 
culture.  

Blake's early published work, both word and photographic, awoke 
new generations of surfers and educated them to the vast richness 
of their surfing heritage. His pioneering efforts continue to inspire 
today's surfers with the knowledge that their lifestyle is one firmly 
seated in traditions both intelligent and legitimate for generations 
to come.  

--Gary Lynch  
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om Blake fell in love with the Hawaiian Islands, its people, its 
culture and environment because he found he could, "live simple 
and quietly here. I can live well, without the social life. I can dress as 

I please, for comfort, usually it's a pair of canvas sneakers, light trousers 
and a sleeveless polo shirt with swimming trunks all day. I like the Islands 
because I can keep one hundred percent sun-tan here the year around, rest 
and sleep for hours in the wonderful sunshine each day... In my yard [I] 
grow bananas, avocados, mangoes, papaia and luxurious ferns and flowers 
including a stately Royal palm which is majesty in itself in the moonlight.  

"I like it because of 
the natural beauty of 
everything here, the 
very blue sky, very 
white clouds, very 
green mountains, 
clothed in foliage to 
their ridges... The 
coco palms waving 
in the clean trade 
winds, the colors of 
the water on the 
coral reef, greet my 

eyes each day as I near the beach and when the giant waves of the Ka-
lehua-wehe surf are breaking white, far from shore, it means royal sport is 
waiting and I actually break into a run to get to the Outrigger Club, don 
trunks and get out my favorite surfboard of teak wood. I like the 
opportunity of studying and seeing the great mixture of races gathered 
here, each one retaining many of their old customs of eating, dress and 
living. I pick a custom or two from each race to use at my convenience... 
It's a great place to be a bachelor."  

To a significant degree, Tom Blake pioneered key elements of the surfer 
lifestyle that endures to present day. "Tom's contribution and lifestyle was 
the makings of 'the beach culture' as we know it," Gary Lynch emphasized 
to me. "Not merely the surfers lifestyle [that other writers] and the rest of 
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these people who know 
little about him write. It 
is all much bigger than 
that. The traveling, diet, 
dress, and more was a 
style he introduced to 
California, Florida, New 
York, New Jersey, and 
visiting mainland surfers 
to Hawaii. It was a 
combination of how the 
relaxed actors dressed at 
the beach and what was 
practical at the beach as 
well as financially viable. 
There are photos of him 

in different modes of dress. Hawaii was more intense with heat and sun. 
California was cooler. The clothes had to travel well. He always kept it 
simple."  

Interestingly, Blake advocated eating natural foods way before it became 
fashionable. "Actually," Gary told me, "there was a fairly strong 
underground health movement going then. That's what started him going 
on it... The contrast was the Roaring '20s drugs and alcohol and sex vs. a 
life like Blake began to lead."  

"He was a strict vegetarian and a marvelous athlete, swimming just seconds 
behind Duke Kahanamoku and Johnny Weismuller, in fact even beating 
the Duke once," echoed Nat Young. "Duke and Blake were great friends 
and rivals and spent much time together, surfing, attempting world records, 
and acting in the early days of Hollywood. Weismuller is remembered for 
his role as Tarzan, the Duke as 'Old Ironsides' and 'The Medicine Man' and 
numerous parts as a Hawaiian chief, and Blake as a stuntman for Clark 
Gable and others."  
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"Above all," wrote surf writer Sam George in another tribute to Blake 
published after his passing, "he was the first Mainlander to develop the 
attitude - the commitment to a way of life - that all real surfers have 
adopted since."  

Tom Blake Recollects 

"I still remember the day [also] in 1930 [when] Duke caught the big swells 
of Ka-lehua-wehe surf with his new long hollow board. I had told him 

about my luck with the 
new sixteen-foot 'okahola' 
[sic] and knew he could 
duplicate it with the new 
long board he was making. 
It lay around half-finished 
for months. He finally 
finished it and we went 
out to Ka-lehua-wehe on 
the first good day. About 
this time Duke had gone 
stale on surfing over here. 
The ten-foot board held 
no thrill for him and 
besides he had been in Los 
Angeles much of the time. 
There we had often surfed 
Balboa together. Here on 
Canoe surf he had found 

his new long board O.K., but was a bit skeptical about Ka-lehua-wehe surf 
where we were now headed.  

"The first big swell Duke caught went to his head like wine. He yelled and 
shouted at the top of his voice as he rode in. He was happy. It put new life 
into him and ever since his attitude towards surfriding has been as keen as 
when he was a boy. And why not?                                                            
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He came 
into his 
heritage, the 
big green 
swells of Ka-
lehua-wehe, 
and the olo 
board of his 
ancestors, 
the chiefs 
and kings of 
old Hawaii... 
five years 
later -- Duke 
still rides the 
same board. 

He handles it so carefully on land, washes it off with fresh water always 
after use. His duties as the sheriff of Honolulu, and his gasoline station 
business keep him very busy. But not too busy to ride a few fast ones 
outside when they break."  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Along the shore I wander, free,  

A beach comber at Waikiki,  

Where time worn souls who seek in vain,  

Hearts ease, in vagrant, wondering train.  

A beach comber from choice, am I,  

Content to let the world drift by,  

Its strife and envy, pomp and pride,  

I've tasted, and am satisfied." 
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Tom Blake’s Accomplishments 

  1926 - first person to surf Malibu, along with Sam Reid.  

  1926 - invented the hollow surfboard.  

  1928 - won the first Pacific Coast Surfriding Championship.  

  1928 - invented the hollow paddleboard.  

  1929 - invented the water-proof camera housing.  

  1931 - invented the sailboard.  

  1931 - patented & manufactured the first production surfboard.  

  1932 - won the Catalina Paddleboard Race.  

  1935 - invented the surfboard fin, a.k.a. skeg, or keel.  

  1935 - published the first book solely devoted to surfing, Hawaiian 

Surfboard.  

  1937 - produced & patented the first torpedo buoy and rescue ring, 

both made of "dua-aluminum"  

  1940s - first production sailboards.  

  Leader in physical fitness, natural foods and healthy diet.  

  Virtually began the surfing lifestyle as we know it. 
 

This entire issue is excerpted from the Tom Blake entry in Legendary Surfers and the 

outstanding biography of him entitled, The Uncommon Journey of a Pioneer.                      

For a visual essay on his life go to http://elearn.mtsac.edu/dlane/tomblakefilm.htm 
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In his travels to Hawaii, Blake was so utterly respectful of 

the people he met that he was invited into the heart of 

their community and culture. He was even wise enough 

to respect the earth. A vegetarian, Blake believed that 

every bit of this world -- every grain of sand and every 

snapping barrel -- is not simply the work of God,              

it is God. —Drew Kampion 


